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Abstract

Screen content images (SCIs) include many informative
components, e.g., texts and graphics. Such content creates
sharp edges or homogeneous areas, making a pixel distribu-
tion of SCI different from the natural image. Therefore, we
need to properly handle the edges and textures to minimize
information distortion of the contents when a display de-
vice’s resolution differs from SCIs. To achieve this goal, we
propose an implicit neural representation using B-splines
for screen content image super-resolution (SCI SR) with ar-
bitrary scales. Our method extracts scaling, translating,
and smoothing parameters of B-splines. The followed multi-
layer perceptron (MLP) uses the estimated B-splines to re-
cover high-resolution SCI. Our network outperforms both
a transformer-based reconstruction and an implicit Fourier
representation method in almost upscaling factor, thanks to
the positive constraint and compact support of the B-spline
basis. Moreover, our SR results are recognized as cor-
rect text letters with the highest confidence by a pre-trained
scene text recognition network. Source code is available at
https://github.com/ByeongHyunPak/btc.

1. Introduction
With the rapid development of multimedia applications,

screen content images (SCIs) have been common in peo-
ple’s daily life. Many users interact with SCIs through
various display terminals, so resolution mismatch between
a display device and SCIs occurs frequently. In this re-
gard, we need to consider a flexible reconstruction at ar-
bitrary magnification from low-resolution (LR) SCI to its
high-resolution (HR). As in Figs. 1a and 1b, SCI has dis-
continuous tone contents, whereas natural image (NI) has
smooth and continuous textures. Such characteristics are
observed as a Gaussian distribution in the naturalness value
of NIs [25] and sharp fluctuations in the naturalness value

*Equal contribution.
†Corresponding author.

(a) Screen content image (b) Natural image

(c) Naturalness value distributions for 500 images per each class

Figure 1. Comparison on naturalness value distribution [25]
between screen content images and natural images.

of SCIs in Fig. 1c. This observation leads to a screen con-
tent image super-resolution (SCI SR) method considering
such distributional properties. However, most SR meth-
ods [4, 5, 8–10, 28, 29] are applied to NIs.

Recently, Yang et al. proposed a novel SCI SR
method based on a transformer, implicit transformer super-
resolution network (ITSRN) [26]. Since ITSRN evalu-
ates each pixel value by a point-to-point implicit function
through a transformer architecture, it outperforms CNN-
based methods [28, 29]. However, even though ITSRN rep-
resents SCI’s characters (e.g., sharp edges or homogeneous
areas) continuously, it has a large model size leading to in-
efficient memory consumption and slow inference time.

Meanwhile, Chen et al. first introduced implicit neu-
ral representation (INR) to single image super-resolution
(SISR) [4]. The implicit neural function enables arbitrary
scale super-resolution by jointly combining the continuous
query points and the encoded feature of the input LR image.
Nevertheless, such implicit neural function, implemented
with a multi-layer perceptron (MLP), is biased to learn the
low-frequency components, called spectral bias [15].
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Lee and Jin suggested the local texture estimator (LTE)
upon INR to overcome the above problem [8]. LTE es-
timates the frequencies and corresponding amplitude fea-
tures from the input LR image and feeds them into an MLP
with the Fourier representation. Here, projecting input into
a high-dimensional space with the sinusoids in Fourier rep-
resentation allows the implicit neural function to learn high-
frequency details. However, since LTE expresses a signal
with a finite sum of sinusoids, it has a risk for the recon-
structed values to under/overshoot at the discontinuities of
SCIs, called the Gibbs phenomenon. This phenomenon of-
ten produces incorrect information about SCIs. Thus, we
need to restore HR SCIs with fewer parameters, fewer com-
putation costs, and less distortion of contents.

In this paper, we propose a B-spline Texture Coeffi-
cients estimator (BTC) utilizing INR to represent SCIs
continuously. BTC predicts scaling (coefficients), trans-
lating (knots), and smoothing (dilations) parameters of B-
splines from the LR image. Then, inspired by Lee and
Jin [8], we project the query point’s coordinate into the
high-dimensional space with 2D B-spline representations
and feed them into MLP. Since the B-spline basis has a posi-
tive constraint and compact support, BTC preserves discon-
tinuities well without under/overshooting.

Our main contributions are: (I) We propose a B-spline
Texture Coefficients estimator (BTC), which estimates B-
spline features (i.e., coefficients, knots, and dilations) for
SCI SR. (II) With a 2D B-spline representation, we achieve
better performances with fewer parameters and less mem-
ory consumption. (III) We demonstrate that B-spline rep-
resentation is robust to over/undershooting aliasing when
reconstructing HR SCIs, owing to positive constraint and
compact support of the B-spline basis function.

2. Related works

2.1. Screen content image super-resolution

Screen content images (SCIs) are composed of
computer-rendered content, e.g., graphics and texts. There-
fore, as shown in Fig. 1c, the pixel distribution of screen
content images differs from that of natural images [25].
Paying attention to this point, Yang et al. tackle the SR prob-
lems in SCIs when the limited communications bandwidth
cannot send high-resolution content [26]. The authors uti-
lized a transformer-based algorithm, ITSRN, to infer pixel
values using relative coordinates between low-resolution
and high-resolution SCIs. In addition, they applied an im-
plicit position encoding to aggregate neighboring pixel val-
ues to represent SR images within the continuous regime.
However, ITSRN’s large model size requires more memory
and inference time. In contrast, our proposed algorithm rep-
resents edge-highlighted features even with fewer training
parameters and computational costs.

2.2. Implicit neural representation (INR)

Recent implicit neural representations (INR) have
achieved a good ability to represent signals implicitly and
continuously from partial observations [4, 12, 17]. The im-
plicit neural function, implemented by multi-layer percep-
tron (MLP), takes coordinates as input and returns the cor-
responding signal values. However, a combination of an
MLP and ReLU activation suffers from spectral bias [15], a
limitation in representing high-frequency details. Sitzmann
et al. substitute a ReLU with a sinusoidal activation func-
tion to overcome the spectral bias [17]. In addition, Tancik
et al. [18] and Mildenhall et al. [12] project the input coor-
dinates to a high-dimensional space with a set of sinusoids
(position encoding). With the same purpose, Lee and Jin [8]
proposed a local texture estimator (LTE) for single image
super-resolution to estimate dominant frequencies and cor-
responding amplitudes with Fourier representation. How-
ever, the finite sum of sinusoids in Fourier representation
can make the restored signal under/overshoot at the discon-
tinuities of the signal, Gibbs phenomenon. This paper uti-
lizes B-spline basis functions to reconstruct SCIs with high
discontinuity better.

2.3. B-spline representation

B-spline has gained the attention of signal processing
society in terms of stable and good signal representations
[16, 21, 22]. Splines, including a B-spline basis, have been
extensively studied in signal representations [19, 20]. Re-
cently, a uniform B-spline basis with trainable coefficients
was used as a position encoder of given Cartesian coordi-
nates. This leads to a better representation of a 3D signal
than frequency encoding [23]. Prasad et al. [14] proposed
a trainable non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) layer
to fit a surface from point clouds. However, the mentioned
works [14,23] are not demonstrated in SISR. This paper uti-
lizes a non-uniform 2D B-spline representation suitable for
reconstructing SCIs because of its compactness and positiv-
ity constraints. Our method estimates not only coefficient
information but also knots and dilations from local regions
of the input image and upscale factor.

3. Problem formulation
We tackle single image super-resolution (SISR) prob-

lems for screen content images. To prevent misleading in-
formation by asymmetric scaling, SISR for screen content
images considers a unified aspect ratio (r:r), i.e., the same
upscaling ratio between horizontal and vertical axes.

Our goal is to reconstruct a high-resolution RGB im-
age IHR ∈ R3×rH×rW from a low-resolution RGB image
ILR ∈ R3×H×W . To acquire ILR, we utilize the bicubic
interpolation degradation model from IHR to ILR given by

−→
I LR = DrTkb

−→
I HR, (1)
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Figure 2. Overall pipeline of our B-spline Texture Coefficients estimator (BTC). ⊕,⊖,⊙,⊗, B↑ and N↑ denote element-wise addition,
element-wise subtraction, element-wise multiplication, tensor product, Bilinear up and Nearest-Neighborhood up, correspondingly.

where kb is a cubic convolutional kernel, T is a block
Toeplitz matrix from 2D convolution, and Dr is a down-
sampling operator with a factor of r. To represent bicubic-
interpolated signals in the implicit neural representation, we
use non-uniform B-spline basis (βn : R 7→ R) with the gen-
eralized form [21, 23] :

s(x) =
∑
t∈I

c[t]βn
(
x− k[t]

d[t]

)
, (2)

where c[t] is the t−th coefficient, k[t] is the t−th continu-
ous knot , d[t] is the t−th continuous dilation variable, and
I is a index set of knots. The definitions of β0(·) and β3(·)
are given in Sec. 4.2. From now on, we explain the con-
cept of implicit neural representation with a B-spline basis
to represent 2D signals.

Implicit Neural Representation A decoder fθ, imple-
mented with a trainable MLP, θ, maps both latent codes and
local coordinates into query point’s RGB values; fθ(z,x) :
(Z,X ) 7→ Q. Here, z ∈ Z is a latent variable from
the encoder Eφ, x ∈ X is a continuous 2D coordinate of
IHR, and Q ∈ R3 is an predicted RGB space from fθ.
The latent code z ∈ RD×H×W has the same width and
height with ILR. Therefore, the query point’s RGB values
(IHR(x) ∈ R3) at a coordinate x ∈ R2 are calculated as

q(ILR,x; Θ) =
∑
t∈N

wtfθ(zt,x− xt, s), (3)

z = Eφ(ILR), Θ = {θ;φ}, N ∈ Z4 is a set of indices for
four nearest latent codes around x, wt is the bilinear inter-
polation weight corresponding to the latent code t (referred
to as the local ensemble weight [4]), zt ∈ RD is the near-
est latent feature vector from x, xt ∈ R2 is the coordinate
of the latent code t, and s is a cell value represented with
an upscaling factor [4]. With a series of M query points

from N images such as (xm, I
n
HR(xm)), m = 1, . . . ,M

and n = 1, . . . , N , the learning problem is defined as

Θ̂ = argmin
Θ

M,N∑
m,n

∥InHR(xm)− q(InLR,xm; Θ)∥1. (4)

Learning non-uniform bivariate B-splines Local Tex-
ture Estimator (LTE) [8], which predicts essential Fourier
features, was proposed for natural images to resolve the
spectral bias of an implicit neural function. To exploit
both position encoding [12] and Fourier feature mapping
[18], LTE embeds an input into the Fourier space before
an MLP. However, screen content images are synthetic and
rendered by computer software, so Fourier features do not
sufficiently represent SCIs. Thus, we use non-uniform B-
splines (Eq. (2)) for feature embedding. We call our algo-
rithm BTC. When we add another implicit representation
with BTC inside fθ, the local implicit neural representation
in Eq. (3) can be written as follows:

q(ILR,x; Θ, ψ) =
∑
t∈N

wtfθ(gψ(zt,x− xt, s)) (5)

where s is a cell value which means the size of the query
pixel (= 2/r) and gψ(·) denotes the BTC. BTC (gψ(·)) con-
sists of three estimators; (1) a coefficient estimator (gc :

RD 7→ RC), (2) a knot estimator (gk : RD 7→ R2
√
C), and

(3) a dilation estimator (gd : R1 7→ R
√
C). Given a local-

grid coordinate δt(= x − xt) ∈ R2 and cell value s(=
2/r) ∈ R1, the encoding function gψ : (RD,R2,R1) 7→
RC is defined as

gψ(zt, δt, s) = ct ⊙ vec

[
βn

(
δyt − kyt

d

)
⊗ βn

(
δxt − kxt

d

)T]
,

(6)

where ct = gc(zt), [k
x
t ,k

y
t ] = gk(zt), d = gd(s). (7)
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Input MetaSR [5] LIIF [4] ITSRN [26] LTE [8] BTC (ours) GT
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Figure 3. Qualitative comparison with other arbitrary-scale SR methods [4, 5, 8, 26] for ×3 (first), ×4 (second), ×5 (third), and ×7
(last). All methods are trained on SCI1K train set with RDN [29] encoder. We report the scene text recognition (STR) results of the
red-highlighted boxes using a pre-trained STR network [2], i.e., prediction for the red box region and its average confidence. The best and
second confidences are in red and blue, respectively.

ct ∈ RC is a coefficient vector for a latent code zt,
[kxt ,k

y
t ] ∈ R2

√
C indicate predicted knots from a latent

code zt, d ∈ R
√
C denote dilation variables, βn is a n−th

order B-spline (βn : R
√
C 7→ R

√
C) , and ⊗ represents

tensor product (outer product between two vectors). Since
MLPs with ReLUs are incompetent at extrapolate unseen
non-linear space [24], we use s = max(s, str), where str
indicates the minimum cell size during training.

Evaluated bivariate B-splines (gψ(·)) for a local area r×r
for a query point (δx, δy) is represented with multiplica-
tions between B-spline elements given by:

gψ(zt, δt, s)[q] = ct[q] β
n

(
δyt − kyt [i]

d[i]

)
βn

(
δxt − kxt [j]

d[j]

)
,

(8)

where q = i ·
√
C + j and i, j = 0, . . . ,

√
C − 1. From

this description, we notice that a r × r local area is fitted
with C different B-splines consisting of estimated dilations
d and knots k. In practice, we use a third-order B-spline
(n = 3). Because B-spline is compactly supported and pos-
itive in all ranges [21], it sufficiently represents synthetic
signals that frequently have sharp edges with less under-
shooting or overshooting. Contrarily, LTE [8] is inconsis-
tent with synthetic signals due to its Fourier basis. This is
explained in the discussion.

As in [8], a long skip connection improves graphical tex-
tures in residuals and stabilizes convergence. Our algorithm
is formulated as follows:

q̂(x) = q(ILR,x; Θ, ψ) + I↑LR(x) (9)
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Train set: SCI1K (n=800) In-training-scale Out-of-training-scale

Test set Method # Params. ×2 ×3 ×4 ×5 ×6 ×7 ×8 ×9 ×10

SCI1K
(n = 200)

Bicubic - 28.81 25.15 23.18 22.02 21.23 20.72 20.26 19.96 19.67
RDN [29] 21.97M 38.45 33.59 29.81 - - - - - -
MetaSR [5] 22.42M 38.57 33.67 30.12 27.52 26.13 23.91 23.19 22.02 21.73
LIIF [4] 22.32M 38.65 33.97 30.55 27.77 26.07 23.99 23.24 22.18 21.81
ITSRN [26] 22.62M 38.74 34.32 30.82 28.15 26.07 24.36 23.12 22.36 21.77
LTE [8] 22.53M 39.14 34.50 30.93 28.22 26.19 24.28 23.17 22.39 21.85
BTC (ours) 22.40M 39.17 34.58 31.10 28.33 26.31 24.47 23.38 22.48 21.89

SCID
(n = 40)

Bicubic - 25.22 22.78 21.60 20.90 20.42 20.04 19.77 19.51 19.29
RDN [29] 21.97M 34.00 28.34 25.74 - - - - - -
MetaSR [5] 22.42M 33.84 29.08 25.76 23.62 22.38 21.59 21.07 20.71 20.41
LIIF [4] 22.32M 34.24 29.10 25.89 23.77 22.53 21.73 21.21 20.84 20.54
ITSRN [26] 22.62M 34.19 29.46 26.22 23.96 22.64 21.80 21.26 20.87 20.56
LTE [8] 22.53M 34.49 29.60 26.34 24.06 22.67 21.81 21.28 20.90 20.59
BTC (ours) 22.40M 34.48 29.56 26.30 24.09 22.69 21.84 21.29 20.90 20.61

SIQAD
(n = 22)

Bicubic - 22.89 20.66 19.70 19.18 18.79 18.46 18.20 17.94 17.68
RDN [29] 21.97M 33.53 26.89 23.38 - - - - - -
MetaSR [5] 22.42M 34.12 28.40 23.55 21.18 20.18 19.63 19.25 18.94 18.65
LIIF [4] 22.32M 34.31 28.27 23.44 21.16 20.25 19.70 19.36 19.02 18.70
ITSRN [26] 22.62M 34.68 29.07 24.03 21.44 20.38 19.77 19.40 19.09 18.79
LTE [8] 22.53M 35.07 29.33 24.21 21.52 20.39 19.78 19.43 19.11 18.81
BTC (ours) 22.40M 34.91 29.36 24.25 21.57 20.43 19.82 19.45 19.11 18.84

Table 1. Quantitative comparison on SCI1K test set, SCID, and SIQAD (PSNR (dB)). All methods are trained on SCI1K train set.
The best and second results are in red and blue, respectively. RDN [29] trains different models for each scale. MetaSR [5], LIIF [4],
ITSRN [26], LTE [8], and BTC use one model for all scales, and the five models utilize RDN [29] as an encoder. The number of training
parameters of RDN [29] is estimated without its upsampling layer.

PSNR (dB) non-integer scale large scale

Method ×5.55 ×6.66 ×7.77 ×8.88 ×18 ×24 ×36

MetaSR [5] 27.04 24.99 23.47 22.45 19.55 18.81 17.81
LIIF [4] 27.02 24.92 23.48 22.49 19.63 18.85 17.85
ITSRN [26] 27.02 24.88 23.37 22.41 19.61 18.85 17.84
LTE [8] 27.22 24.96 23.42 22.50 19.67 18.90 17.88
BTC (ours) 27.31 25.14 23.64 22.61 19.67 18.90 17.88

Table 2. Quantitative comparison on SCI1K test set for non-
integer scales and large scales (PSNR (dB)). All methods are
trained on SCI1K train set with RDN [29] encoder.

4. Method

4.1. Overall pipeline

Our method consists of three steps, as shown in Fig. 2.
Step 1: For a given LR image ILR ∈ R3×H×W , our

deep SR encoder extracts a feature of LR, V ∈ RD×H×W .
The following coefficient estimator and knot estimator pre-
dict the coefficient features and knot features for scaling and
translating B-spline basis functions, respectively. The coef-
ficient estimator is a 3×3 convolutional layer withC output
channels. The knot estimator is a 3× 3 convolutional layer
with 2

√
C output channels.

√
C channels for X-axis knots

Acc./Conf. (%) SCID (c=100) SIQAD (c=50)

Method ×4 ×5 ×4 ×5

MetaSR [5] 90.89/98.19 87.07/94.89 86.55/99.08 93.55/98.53
LIIF [4] 91.00/98.26 87.17/94.69 85.23/99.23 91.56/99.13
ITSRN [26] 90.89/98.13 87.07/96.80 84.66/99.20 91.32/97.24
LTE [8] 90.89/98.00 87.07/96.18 86.36/98.98 92.31/98.90
BTC (ours) 93.63/98.55 89.70/97.88 86.93/99.32 94.29/99.22

Table 3. Scene text recognition (STR) comparison (Prediction
accuracy/Confidence (%)). We train all methods on SCI1K train
set with RDN [29] encoder and utilize a pre-trained STR network
[2]. Per each scale (×4 and ×5), we randomly crop 100 and 50
text regions (32×128 sized) from SCID and SIQAD, respectively.

and the rest for Y -axis knots. The dilation estimator, im-
plemented by a single fully connected layer with

√
C out-

put dimensions, predicts dilation features from the cell size.
Since the predicted coefficients and knots span an r×r local
region in an HR domain, we upscale the coefficient and knot
feature maps by a nearest-neighborhood spatial interpola-
tion (V ↑

coef ∈ RC×rH×rW and V ↑
knot ∈ R2

√
C×rH×rW ).

We utilize RDN [29] as an encoder in our experiments, re-
moving the last upsampling layer. The channels D and C
are 64 and 256, respectively.
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MetaSR [5] LIIF [4] ITSRN [26] LTE [8] BTC (ours) GT

Figure 4. Visual comparison with other arbitrary-scale SR methods [4, 5, 8,26] for the fraction number scales: ×1.49 (top) and ×6.25
(bottom). All methods are trained on SCI1K train set with RDN [29] encoder.

Method Mem. Time (mean±std)
MetaSR [5] 15.1 GB 655.91±2.09 ms
LIIF [4] 12.3 GB 1024.02±3.33 ms
ITSRN [26] 21.0 GB 1185.45±4.95 ms
LTE [8] 8.7 GB 1099.34±2.54 ms
BTC (ours) 7.8 GB 958.77±3.28 ms

Table 4. Memory consumption and computation time compar-
ison. We use a 480×480 sized input and 9602 query points per
inference (×2 SR). The mean and std of computation time were
measured with 300 iterations. All methods use RDN [29] encoder.

Step 2: Hereafter, we utilize B-spline representation
with the query point’s feature. To translate the B-spline
basis on the coordinate around the LR pixel, we perform
the element-wise subtraction between the knot features
(V ↑
knot[q] ∈ R2×

√
C) and local coordinates (δxy[q] ∈ R2×1)

for each XY -axis. This results are element-wise multiplied
by the predicted dilations and are fed into the B-spline bases
(βn). Finally, as in Eq. (6), we conduct tensor product be-
tween X- and Y -axis bases (βny ⊗ (βnx )

T ), and perform
the element-wise multiplication between the flattened ten-
sor product results (R

√
C×

√
C 7→ RC) and the predicted

coefficients (V ↑
coef [q] ∈ RC).

Step 3: The following INR decoder (fθ) infers the query
point’s RGB values with the B-spline representation results.
Our decoder is a 4-layered MLP with ReLU activations and
C hidden dimensions. In detail, our method predicts the
query point’s RGB values by adding the decoder’s output to
the bilinear upscaled LR image’s value as in Eq. (9).

4.2. B-spline backpropagation

The B-spline basis function βn(x) is a piecewise func-
tion, where n is its polynomial degree, and is set to the nth

convolution between β0(x), itself. The β0(x) is defined as

1 if |x| < 0.5 and 0 for otherwise. The β1(x) is supported in
[-1, 1], the β2(x) is supported in [-1.5, 1.5], and the β3(x)
is supported in [-2, 2]. We design BTC with β3(x). The
β3(x) and differentiated ∂

∂xβ
3(x) (for backpropagation) are

as follows:

β3(x) =



1
6
(2 + x)3 if − 2 < x ≤ −1;

1
6
(4− 6x2 − 3x3) if − 1 < x ≤ 0;

1
6
(4− 6x2 + 3x3) if 0 < x ≤ 1;

1
6
(2− x)3 if 1 < x < 2;

0 otherwise,

(10)

∂

∂x
β3(x) =



1
2 (2 + x)2 if − 2 < x ≤ −1;

−2x− 1.5x2 if − 1 < x ≤ 0;

−2x+ 1.5x2 if 0 < x ≤ 1;

− 1
2 (2− x)2 if 1 < x < 2;

0 otherwise.

(11)

4.3. Training strategy

Let B be the batch size, and H,W denote a training
patch’s height and width. First, in order to simulate ar-
bitrary magnifications, we sample B random scales r1∼B
in a uniform distribution U(1, 4) and crop B patches with
sizes {riH × riW}Bi=1 from HR training images. Then, we
randomly pick XY query points (coordinate-RGB pairs)
from each HR patch in the batch from ground truth (GT)
and make B LR counterparts with sizes {H × W}Bi=1 by
downsampling HR patches in the scale factor r1∼B . We use
the LR patches as the encoder’s input and interpolate only
query points during training. Finally, we compute the loss
between the query and GT pixels. For verifying the gener-
alization ability of our network, we evaluate our BTC for
×1 ∼ ×4 (in-training-scale), and also ×5 ∼ ×10 (out-of-
training-scale).
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PSNR (dB) In-scale Out-of-scale

Method ×2 ×3 ×4 ×5 ×7 ×9

BTC 39.17 34.58 31.10 28.33 24.47 22.48
BTC(-C) 39.06 34.56 30.96 28.23 24.31 22.35
BTC(-K) 33.90 30.09 27.42 25.83 23.10 21.57
BTC(-D) 39.05 34.54 30.94 28.19 24.42 22.41
BTC(-L) 39.01 34.04 30.49 27.95 24.34 22.36
BTC(β2) 39.12 34.46 30.91 28.22 24.36 22.42
BTC(β4) 39.18 34.57 31.04 28.25 24.41 22.45

Table 5. Ablation study on SCI1K test set (PSNR (dB)). Defini-
tions of -C/K/D/L and β2/4 are described in Sec. 5.3. All methods
are trained on SCI1K train set with RDN [29] encoder. The best
results are bolded.

5. Experiments

5.1. Training

Dataset To demonstrate the ability of our model, we uti-
lize SCI1K dataset [26] for SCI SR experiments. It consists
of 1000 screenshots with 800 images for the train set and
200 for the testing set and we follow the standard split [26]
for train and test set. We also report the results on two other
screen content datasets: SCID [13] and SIQAD [25]. We
train all the methods only on SCI1K train set.

Implementation details For training, we use LR patches
with the sizes of {48× 48}16i=1 downsampled by bicubic re-
sizing, and augment the patches with flipping and rotations.
Following [29], we utilize L1 loss and the Adam [7] opti-
mizer with β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999. The networks are
trained for 1000 epochs with batch size 16, and the learning
rate initialized as 1e-4 is decayed in half every 200 epochs.

5.2. Evaluation

Quantitative results Tab. 1 demonstrates a quantitative
comparison between our method, RDN [29], and existing
arbitrary-scale SR methods (MetaSR [5], LIIF [4], ITSRN
[26], LTE [8]) on SCI1K test set, SCID, and SIQAD. All
the methods are trained on the train set of SCI1K. Since
RDN [29] is dedicated to an upscaling factor, each model
on the specific scale needs to be trained. Except for SCID
in-training-scales and SIQAD×2, our method shows the
best performance with competitive model size for almost
every scale factor and dataset. The maximum gain is up
to 0.17dB for ×4 on SCI1K. Moreover, BTC outperforms
ITSRN [26] by 0.43dB, 0.26dB, and 0.28dB at SCI1K×2,
×3, and ×4 with 220K fewer parameters. Compared to LTE
[8], BTC performs better by 0.03dB, 0.08dB, and 0.17dB
at SCI1K×2, ×3, and ×4 with 130K fewer parameters.
In Tab. 2, our method gains 0.09dB, 0.18dB, 0.16dB, and
0.11dB at ×5.55, ×6.66, ×7.77, and ×8.88, correspond-
ingly. For large scales, BTC shows better performance over
MetaSR [5], LIIF [4], and ITSRN [26].

Red channel Green channel Blue channel

LTE [8] BTC GT

Figure 5. Robustness of BTC against undershooting compared
to LTE [8] (×8). The graphs in the first row present the red, green,
and blue channel intensity along the red lines in the second row.

Qualitative results Figs. 3 and 4 present a qualitative
comparison with other arbitrary-scale SR methods [4, 5, 8,
26] for integer number scales (×3, ×4, ×5, and ×7) and
fraction number scales (×1.49 and ×6, 25), respectively.
As shown in Fig. 3, our method represents the thin edges
of characters and reconstructs the information of texts bet-
ter than other methods. Moreover, the pre-trained scene
text recognition algorithm [2] recognizes our reconstructed
characters more accurately and confidently. In Fig. 4, BTC
restores texts and graphics better than other methods, even
on the fractional number scales.

5.3. Ablation study

For ablation study, we retrain several configurations with
RDN [29] encoder: BTC(-C), BTC(-K), BTC(-D), and
BTC(-L) indicate BTC without a coefficient estimator, a
knot estimator, a dilation estimator, and an LR skip connec-
tion, respectively. The B-spline basis’s polynomial degree
of BTC(β2/4) is 2/4. Tab. 5 shows that a coefficient esti-
mator, a dilation estimator, and an LR skip connection con-
tribute 0.1dB, 0.12dB, and 0.57dB at ×4 SR, respectively.
Note that the gain of a knot estimator is significantly higher
than the gain of the other things. Moreover, we can observe
that β3 is superior to β2/4.

5.4. Computation cost comparison

Tab. 4 compares our method’s memory consumption and
computation time with other arbitrary-scale SR methods on
NVIDIA RTX 3090 24GB. We compute the memory con-
sumption and computation time with the ×2 SR task (input:
480×480). Our BTC has competitive memory consump-
tion compared to MetaSR and ITSRN. MetaSR estimates
the filter’s weights for each pixel, so it performs the matrix
product between the filters and the LR feature, consuming
more memories.
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Train set: DIV2K In-scale Out-of-scale

Test set Method ×2 ×3 ×4 ×6 ×8

Set5
(n = 5)

BTC 38.26 34.73 32.57 29.26 27.23
LTE [8] 38.23 34.72 32.61 29.32 27.26

Set14
(n = 14)

BTC 34.05 30.58 28.84 26.67 25.21
LTE [8] 34.09 30.58 28.88 26.71 25.16

B100
(n = 100)

BTC 32.36 29.30 27.78 26.01 24.95
LTE [8] 32.36 29.30 27.77 26.01 24.95

Urban100
(n = 100)

BTC 32.98 28.95 26.81 24.28 22.88
LTE [8] 33.04 28.97 26.81 24.28 22.88

Table 6. Quantitative limitation of BTC compared to LTE [8]
on natural image benchmarks: Set5, Set14, B100, and Ur-
ban100 (PSNR (dB)). All methods are trained on DIV2K train
set with RDN [29] encoder. The best results are bolded.

Similarly, ITSRN utilizes an MLP to model an implicit
transformer, including a matrix product between features,
causing more memory consumption. On the other hand,
BTC uses convolutional layers to learn B-spline features
and reduces the number of convolution filter channels by
the tensor product. Meanwhile, MetaSR does not perform
local ensemble, so the computation time is faster than LIIF,
LTE, and BTC. However, blocking artifacts may occur.

6. Discussion
Advantage of B-spline over Fourier information LTE

[8] represents the signal as Fourier series close to the HR
image’s Fourier features. The finite sum of sinusoids,
caused by finite size of channels, leads to convolution with
sinc function (ideal low-pass filter on freq. domain). Then,
we are able to reformulate the signal representation in LTE
as follow:

s(x) =
∑
t∈I

c[t]sinc
(
x− k′[t]

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

LTE’s Fourier representation

⇔ s(x) =
∑
t∈I

c[t]βn
(
x− k[t]

d[t]

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

BTC’s B-spline representation

,

where sinc(x) = sin(x)
x , k′ is the uniformly distributed

translations, and I is a set of index. Here, the rippled side-
lobes of sinc(·) can cause under/overshooting at the discon-
tinuities (similar to Gibb’s Phenomena). Because screen
content images include many texts and graphics, the edges
of such contents cause lots of discontinuities.

In BTC (right-hand side), the positive B-spline kernels
(integrated to 1) make the values between the minimum and
maximum of the input signal. The smoothing effect of the
B-spline kernel is reduced by dynamically allocating the
weights and translations to βn(·) with compact support. As
shown in Fig. 5, BTC is robust to undershooting compared
to LTE at the sharp edges. LTE causes undershooting alias-
ing at a discontinuity (the black pixels along the border on
the shark’s face in LTE’s SR result).

BTC LTE [8] GT

Figure 6. Qualitative limitation of BTC compared to LTE [8]
on natural image benchmarks (×3): B100 (top) and Urban100
(bottom). All methods are trained on DIV2K train set with RDN
[29] encoder.

Limitation on natural images Although BTC performs
better on screen content images, BTC is not always supe-
rior to LTE. We compare our method with LTE [8], training
both methods on DIV2K [1] train set. From Tab. 6, BTC
shows the same or lower performance as LTE on natural
image benchmarks (Set5 [3], Set14 [27], B100 [11], and
Urban100 [6]). Since natural images mainly contain a lot of
continuous and repetitive textures, LTE, which represents
signals with Fourier basis, generally performs better on nat-
ural images as shown in Fig. 6.

7. Conclusion

This paper proposes a B-spline Texture Coefficients es-
timator (BTC) for arbitrary scale SCI SR. Our BTC-based
SR method achieves the best performance with a compet-
itive model size for screen content datasets. Furthermore,
our method restores the thin edges of text or graphics better
than other arbitrary-scale SR methods. Compared with the
LTE utilizing Fourier representation, BTC has fewer ringing
artifacts caused by overshooting or undershooting owing to
the compactly and positively supported B-spline. Moreover,
our BTC shows efficient memory consumption and compu-
tation time. Our SR results are recognized as correct text
letters with the highest confidence by a pre-trained scene
text recognition network.
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